
Business/Social Enterprise Title

• The 30-second “elevator pitch” slide. Briefly introduce yourself and quickly 
explain what you want to do and why you want to do it in a clear, “wow” 
manner. 

• Remember, you have 6 minutes total to pitch your idea. Be concise and 
practice your pitch beforehand, timing yourself, so that you know you can 
present your message in the limited time allotted. 

Note: This template is to provide guidance on the information your pitch should 
include. It’s not intended as a design template—feel free to add your own style!

Your Name



The Challenge

• _______ tons/month of [chosen material] are being landfilled [or stored, 
downcycled, or recycled] in the Austin community. 

• Does the material’s current disposal method have negative environmental 
impacts? Are significant amounts of residual energy or water lost? 

• Take aluminum cans for example. The process of refining, smelting and 
casting bauxite into semi-finished aluminum accounts for 80% of the 
energy consumed for aluminum production, all of which is lost when the 
material is landfilled. Recycling aluminum uses only 5% of the energy 
and emissions needed to process raw bauxite.



Your Solution

• Clearly explain the “what” and “how” of your solution. Be sure to elaborate on these four 
points as you move through your presentation, but use this opportunity to summarize for 
the judges and the audience that your solution is:

• Viable - Is the proposed business model capable of working successfully? Is it feasible?

• Scalable - Does the proposed business model have the capability to grow and if so, will 
it be able to accommodate that growth?

• Fundable - Is the proposed business model likely to generate additional capital from 
investors, lenders or donors/philanthropists?

• Innovative - Does the business model incorporate new and/or creative ways to 
repurpose the material? Does this proposed business model offer a unique value 
proposition?



Business Model and Forecast

• How will your business make money and sustain its revenue stream over 
time?

• Show that your idea relies on simple, proven business models to generate 
revenue. For example: sales, service fees, upgrades to additional services, 
etc.

• Show the judges and the audience that your business model is scalable and 
has staying power. 



Social and Economic Impact

• Potential Economic Key Performance Indicators:

• # of living wage jobs created, show expected growth trajectory over time

• # jobs for the difficult-to-employ, show expected growth trajectory over 
time

• Will your business be utilizing other locally-sourced inputs?

• Will your business model reduce operating expenses (tipping fees) for the 
material generator, and if so, by how much?



Environmental Impact

• Potential Environmental Key Performance Indicators:

• Landfill diversion - # of tons/month, show expected growth trajectory over time

• MTCO2E avoided (use EPA WARM model), show expected growth trajectory over time

• Other metrics to include may be generated using Eco-LCA or similar tools

• What’s the environmental impact of your business’s manufacturing process and operations? 
(Water usage, energy usage, GHG emissions, etc)

• If creating a new product, what happens to the product at the end of its life cycle? Is it 
recyclable, compostable, etc?

Not sure how to answer these questions or what some of these terms are? Don’t forget—we 
have environmental impact experts as technical advisors! Reach out to them for help. 



Next Steps

• What are the next steps in your plan? 
Fundraising, crowdfunding campaign, 
prototyping, etc.

• Who else do you want to bring on your 
team?

Team

• Who’s involved?


